Where To Download Ice Creams And Candies

Ice Creams And Candies
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Book Award (Baking and Desserts) A New York
Times bestseller and named a Best Baking Book of the Year by the Atlantic, the Wall Street
Journal, the Chicago Tribune, Bon Appétit, the New York Times, the Washington Post, Mother
Jones, the Boston Globe, USA Today, Amazon, and more "The most groundbreaking book on
baking in years. Full stop."—Saveur From One-Bowl Devil’s Food Layer Cake to a flawless
Cherry Pie that’s crisp even on the very bottom, BraveTart is a celebration of classic American
desserts. Whether down-home delights like Blueberry Muffins and Glossy Fudge Brownies or
supermarket mainstays such as Vanilla Wafers and Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Ice Cream,
your favorites are all here. These meticulously tested recipes bring an award-winning pastry
chef’s expertise into your kitchen, along with advice on how to “mix it up” with over 200
customizable variations—in short, exactly what you’d expect from a cookbook penned by a
senior editor at Serious Eats. Yet BraveTart is much more than a cookbook, as Stella Parks
delves into the surprising stories of how our favorite desserts came to be, from chocolate chip
cookies that predate the Tollhouse Inn to the prohibition-era origins of ice cream sodas and
floats. With a foreword by The Food Lab’s J. Kenji López-Alt, vintage advertisements for these
historical desserts, and breathtaking photography from Penny De Los Santos, BraveTart is
sure to become an American classic.
Peanut Butter Cookie Dough-Filled Pretzels, Anyone? Cookie dough is no longer just for
making cookies. Cookie Doughlicious shows bakers how to make 20 safe-to-eat, egg-free
cookie doughs that take the guilt out of raw. Now, conflicted bakers don't have to choose
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between safety and a spoonful of heaven! Each of the doughs can be incorporated into any of
the 50 delicious recipes for cakes, cookies, candies, bars, pies, tarts, ice cream and frozen
treats, and much more. Recipes include: Chocolate Hazelnut Cookie Dough Pop Tarts,
Cashew Caramel Cookie Dough Candy Bars, Snickerdoodle Cookie Dough Crisp, Gingerbread
Cookie Dough Crÿ Brulee, Pistachio-Lemon Cookie Dough Sorbet, Chocolate Espresso
Cookie Dough Tiramisùd more!
Cupcake and Ice-cream coloring book are full of scrumptious desserts that kids love and will
entertain them for hours while they bring them to life by coloring! It containsPancakes,
Cupcakes, Candy, Ice Cream, Fruits and MoreThe book is fun for kids and has lots of benefits
including -Help your child practice their hand-eye coordination skills Up -Contributes to better
handwriting. -Perfect gift for kids. -Improves fine motor skills. What makes this coloring book
different from others. -Single sided pages to prevent bleed through of markings and color. -30
Cupcakes coloring pages. -One side of each Large 8.5" x 11" -Cover Matte. -A great gift idea
for kids and adults who prefer large print. This book is sure to bring you calm and peace with
every page. And these pictures are easy to see to make this a stress free coloring experience
for colorists of your child girl. Hope you Enjoys and have fun!
Cute coloring 45 pages for girls and boys from 2 to 8 years old Gift for fun and promise
relaxation for hours Size : large pages 8x10 in So if your child loves sweets then order your
copy now
Lenôtre's Ice Creams and CandiesBarrons Educational Series Incorporated
Excerpt from Practical Confectionery Recipes: For Household and Manufactures Use
Comprising Full Directions for the Making of All Kinds of Candies, Creams, and Ice Creams
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The economical housewife will be repaid the outlay in one trial; the cost of the finest bonbons
and chocolate being reduced to the price of sugar. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in
the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Every season is gingerbread season! Celebrate the Christmas comfort food all year long with
recipes that highlight its spicy and sweet old-fashioned appeal. Who says gingerbread is just
for the holidays? This unique cookbook shows how gingerbread can be enjoyed for breakfast
or dessert year-round. Reflecting the wisdom and creativity of a professional pastry chef and
dedicated homecook, Gingerbread collects 60 traditional and modern recipes. Start with
simple, yummy treats like Gingerbread Rum Cake and Sticky Toffee Gingerbread, then
graduate to building your own gingerbread house for the holidays. Any way you slice it, these
gingery goodies are sure to be a hit on any day of the year! “A book full of gingery recipes that
will keep us baking all winter long . . . The recipes are exotic sounding and tasting, but can be
followed by even novice cooks.” —Seed to Pantry “Dedicated to all kinds of recipes that use
the spicy, molasses-rich ingredients that come together to make gingerbread . . . even though
you can make these all year round, the holidays are a perfect time to start cooking your way
through a book like this one.” —Baking Bites “The recipes in this wonderful cookbook cover
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every form of gingerbread baking, from cakes, cookies, breads, pancakes, gingerbread
houses, puddings, ice cream, toffee, and more . . . Gingerbread does not have to be just for
the holidays, but if you are looking for a new dessert to try this year, you can’t lose with any of
the recipes in this cookbook.” —The Culinary Cellar

A vibrant, delectable cookbook that elevates making ice cream at home to an art
form—with 75 original recipes. Lomelino's Ice Cream is your guide to all things sweet,
creamy, icy, indulgent, and homemade. Linda Lomelino, the stylish blogger at the helm
of Call Me Cupcake!, is a kitchen wizard who crafts ice cream so beautiful and delicious
you can almost taste it melting on your tongue as you read. Learn to make sinfully
smooth ice creams, cool sorbets, and chunky-nutty-chocolaty frozen treats; not to
mention ice-cream cakes, floats, sauces, meringues, and crumbles to top it all off.
If you enjoy the homemade food you must be a fan of baking cookbooks. But there is a
large number of different cookbooks throughout the internet. How could you find the
best one? We have the answer for you! In this cookbook you can find the best cake
recipes you could ever imagine. This Happy Dessert Cookbook offers you to make 50
dessertsincluding: American pies Different types of cakes Cheesecakes Ice
creams Delicious candies Muffins Cupcakes Biscuit Baking recipes used for
cake or cookies require precision, and often don't allow for creative liberties. You need
to pay attention to the temperature, instructions and baking time. Here are some baking
secrets: Use the best ingredients available Avoid using cold eggs Be accurate with
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weights Bring ingredients to the proper temperature Preheat the oven Bake in the
center of your oven Share your dishes with your family and friends Thiscookbookis
designed for the passionate desserts lovers.It contains an extensive collection of
wonderfulchocolate dishes that will make your life sweet. Buy our cookbook now and
use these dessert recipes to cook tasty and delicious dishes for your birthday,
anniversary, gala, festival or any other party.
Full-page color photographs accent more than three hundred recipes for carmels,
pralines, nougats, candied fruits, jams, and preserves as well as for a variety of ice
creams, sherbets, bombes, and parfaits
Create your desserts and phrase lettering In this book you will find illustrations of
sweets, desserts, drinks, ice creams and cute characters to color. Designed to destress and relax for all ages. ?8x11 Inches ? Learn to color ? for all ages 3,4,5,6,7,8
Easy, quick and delicious recipes to make desserts for all occasions ! Is it possible to
bake desserts without milk, eggs, butter or any kind of animal by-product? And how! By
following Jane Braces's recipes, not only will we make a gift to our health and our
figure, but we will also discover new flavors, unprecedented combinations of foods and
ingredients little used or forgotten. Discovering the secrets to delight the palate, satisfy
the desire for sweetness without weighing us down and feeling light. So let us be
guided by the author's expert hand and by the simple and immediate explanations for
making spoon desserts, fruit cakes and traditional pastries, perhaps with the use of
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natural sweeteners, which satisfy the desire for sweetness without hurting and help us
keep our weight under control. Accompanied by beautiful photographs by the author,
DELICIOUS VEGAN DESSERTS is the perfect book to impress family and friends with
original recipes... Even if they are not vegan: -)
Mindy and Trixie visit a city of candy and play in a volleyball championship there.
? Coloring is funny and yummy! ? Unleash your kid's creativity and attention with this
captivating and engaging coloring book. ? Our Sweets Coloring Book provides your kid
a wide variety of super cute and sweet designs ready to be discovered and colored
such as candies, delicious cupcakes, amazing cakes, ice creams and more. ? This
book contains over 30 unique images specially designed for girls who love to color and
express their creativity. ? Let your kid discover the amazing world of sweets coloring!
Girls, ages four and up, will have a great opportunity to express themselves through
creativity and fun and will be entertained for hours. ? My Sweets Coloring Book
features: Over 30 delicious images ready to be filled with color Designs created
especially for girls which help them find inspiration through hours of coloring fun.
Suitable for a wide variety of coloring choices: markers, gel pens, fine liners, coloring
pencils, watercolors Large 8,5" x 11'' format, professional-quality designs; 74 pages
Stylish glossy cover; 8,5'' x 11'' ? Help your kid spend quality time and get him this
perfect gift! Pair it with crayons to keep children busy during spare time.
55% OFF for Bookstore! Discounted Retail Price NOW at $ 23.95 instead of $ 34.95 !
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Easy, quick and delicious recipes to make desserts for all occasions! Is it possible to
bake desserts without milk, eggs, butter or any kind of animal by-product? And how! By
following Jane Braces's recipes, not only will we make a gift to our health and our
figure, but we will also discover new flavors, unprecedented combinations of foods and
ingredients little used or forgotten. Discovering the secrets to delight the palate, satisfy
the desire for sweetness without weighing us down and feeling light. So let us be
guided by the author's expert hand and by the simple and immediate explanations for
making spoon desserts, fruit cakes and traditional pastries, perhaps with the use of
natural sweeteners, which satisfy the desire for sweetness without hurting and help us
keep our weight under control. Accompanied by beautiful photographs by the author,
DELICIOUS VEGAN DESSERTS is the perfect book to impress family and friends with
original recipes... Even if they are not vegan: -)! BUY IT NOW AND LET YOUR
CUSTOMERS GET ADDICTED TO THIS AMAZING COOKBOOK!
How can you spend your free time creatively and pleasantly? This popular question is
at the heart of an extraordinary and inspiring book: Desserts. This coloring book was
created to help you spend your free time in an ambitious and extremely pleasant way. It
helps to develop your imagination and solve problems in a controlled way, which is very
important in everyday life, e.g. increased self-confidence, improved motor skills and
expression of emotions. Would you like to have an extensive imagination full of
interesting and creative ideas? Reach for that coloring book and you will be positively
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surprised! The pictures are hilarious and refined to ensure that the time you spend is
not in vain and you will be satisfied with your work and spending time in an ambitious
way. Why do we guarantee you satisfaction after purchasing this book? Super fun,
great drawings, ambitiously spent time and benefits in everyday life speak to color all
sides and delve into a wonderful and colorful world!
55 % discount for bookstores! Your customer will never stop using this amazing BOOK!
CANDY IS ONE OF LIFE'S GREAT EQUALIZERS It's the lollipop after a doctor's visit
or the bowl of candy waiting for you at the bank teller's counter. You'll find a chocolate
mint on the pillow of a freshly made hotel bed and another on top of the bill when
visiting your favorite restaurant. Candy marks moments, big and small. Throwing a kid's
birthday party? You're going to need some wrapped goodies for the piñata. Meeting a
friend's new baby? That's a good excuse to shop for bonbons. Someone graduates. A
promotion at work. Going to the movies. Even checking out at the grocery store. Candy
is there. If you've never tried your hand at making this sweet dessert before, you might
be surprised by just how easy it is. Though it takes some planning, most of your time
will be spent letting it cool or freeze. Homemade ice cream is also great way to treat
guests. Nothing says spectacular like pulling out ice cream made from fresh berries or
mint from the garden Yummy recipes in this BUNDLE: ICE CREAMS SHERBETS &
SORBETS GELATOS GRANITAS ALCOHOL BASED ICE CREAMS GUMMIES &
CHEWS BARKS & FUDGE CHOCOLATE & TRUFFLES BUY NOW and let your
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customer became addicted to this incredible BUNDLE!
A tour of the city’s best dessert-makers, complete with recipes. The Big Apple is a city
of sweets. Think about all the classic desserts that were made famous here:
cheesecake, black-and-white cookies, the Broadway milkshake. Visitors from around
the world make pilgrimages to bastions of butter and flour such as Magnolia, Ferrara,
and City Bakery. And today there is a renaissance of young sugar-minded artisans who
are crafting exquisite confections with fair-trade chocolate, organic gelato, and sea-salt
caramel—many coming out of Brooklyn, and selling from street trucks. Paging through
New York Sweets is like walking through a candy shop, where the design and
packaging is often as beautiful as the desserts themselves. The book also functions as
an inspired gastronomic tour guide—one skewed toward plenty of breaks for sweets.
Each chapter walks through a different neighborhood, giving a sense of the melting pot
of flavors that can be found only in New York—from apple strudel and baklava to turron
and zabaglione. The recipes reveal the secret techniques behind such delights as
Cherry Brownies (Baked), Crack Pie (Milk Bar), Icebox Pie (Billy’s), Macarons
(Payard), and Crème Brûlée Doughnuts (Doughnut Plant). As in other realms of culture,
so many trends start in New York. This book gives the scoop on all the treats that
everyone is buzzing about.
Are your kids dessert lovers? If yes, then they will adore this coloring book with cute
dessert illustrations. Encourage Your Little Ones' Creativity, their attention to details
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and help them build fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination! Our Coloring Book is
perfect for your kids to keep them busy for hours and explore the amazing world of
sweets without worrying about a single calorie. With a wide variety of pictures, this
fascinating book makes the perfect gift or treat for a kid who is passionate about the
cakes, ice cream, candies and loves coloring. ?WHY YOUR KID WILL ENJOY THIS
COLORING BOOK? ? Easy to color designs and beautiful illustrations that are created
for kids and encourage creativity ? Perfect for gel, pen, ink, marker, fine liners, water
colors or pencils ? Large format 8.5 x 11 inches dimensions, suitable size for school
and home ? Single-sided pages to minimize bleeding through the page and perfect to
cut out. Your kids can try to draw the picture by themselves and frame it afterwards. ?
Designs range from simple to more complex, for every skill level ? Great for preschool
and school aged children ? Glossy cover ? A surprise (free gift) on the last page This
coloring book is the best occasion for you to spend quality time with your kid or just
watch him enjoy it by himself. Each drawing is designed to make kids focus and catch
their attention for a long time. In this way the kids develop their attention, drawing skills
and patience. Cupcakes, Ice Cream and Candies Coloring Book is the best alternative
for replacing the tablet or phone with a useful activity that is actually developing and
helping your kid grow into his full potential. Your sweet child will enjoy this coloring
book! Do not hesitate and click "BUY NOW"! We have many more amazing and
interesting coloring books for kids of all ages. Just click on the Author Name! Happy
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coloring!
Bitter Life? Do you want to make your life a little sweeter? This coloring book is what
you need now! Let to inspire and delight. Each coloring page will transport you into a
sweet world. Coloring has never been so yummy! Why You Will Love this Book Cute
Illustrations. Contains 40 beautiful images to sweets and cupcakes Do you want to
have a PREVIEW OF THEM? Go to my author page, and watch the slideshow Color
Test Page. Inside you will find a Color Test Page to test each color before using it
Single-sided Pages. Each image is on one side only for easy removal and display
Large 8.5 x 11 pages Hight Quality. Each page is professionally composed to provide
the highest quality Many Different Illustration. You will find black and white images with
cute desserts, ice creams, cupcakes, candies, donuts, pancakes and more. Great for
All Skill Levels. It is suitable FOR EVERYONE even if you are a beginner Suitable for
crayon, gel pens, markers, colored pencils Put a piece of paper between the pages to
prevent any bleed through. Karolyn White's books offer a fun, fresh, and exciting new
coloring book series for adults, teenagers and all those who like to relax by coloring.
This coloring book it's a perfect gift for adults, teenagers, girls, and all who loves cakes.
It's ideal for special occasions: birthday, holiday, Valentine's day. The right way to relax
after a bitter day at work. Scroll up and click Buy Now
"Doodle n Color" is an interesting series for coloring enthusiast of all age groups as it
gives the creative opportunity to doodle & color both and express yourself more freely.
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Inside this book you'll find hand drawn super cute doodle style designs of Cakes and
Candies that are just waiting to be filled with color! It has 30 beautiful illustrations of
cupcakes, candies, lolipops, multi-storey decorated cakes and many more printed on
one side of page. Decorate the blank designs with your creative doodles. You can use
variety of art materials like watercolors, colored pencils, markers, crayons, gel pens they will look stunning on this high quality paper. The pages designed are handmade
and made with pure love: ) Enjoy more books from the Doodle n Color series by Sachin
Sachdeva: Day of the Dead, Flowers & Butterflies Sachin Sachdeva is an accomplished
game designer, illustrator and author of children's and adults books. He has been
designing original and creative art for educational and learning games for children's
from past 12 years. His 8 years old daughter "Naisha" is the biggest inspiration for him
to write and conceptualize creative contents for books and games.
Everyday baking is made easy with this pocket collection of 100 delicious recipes,
including cakes, small bites, pies, cookies, muffins, and even savory baked treats. With
easy instructions and a picture for each recipe, this useful baking guide is an essential
for your kitchen. For more essential recipe collections, please see our other 100
Everyday Recipes titles.
How to Draw Ice Cream & Other Cute Candy for Kids Learning to draw is easy with the
grid copy method! The grid method has been used for centuries and is a wonderful way
to work on your observation and proportion skills while drawing!
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Desserts Kawaii Coloring Book: Sweets And Candies Coloring Pages, 30 Illustrations
8.5 x 11 Inches Cute Ice Creams And Sweet Treats Coloring Notebook Fot Toddlers 30
Illustrations 8.5" x 11" white-color-paper a cover page a glossy-finish that every kid will
love
Cookies are easy to make, but very predictable. With Cookie Remix, readers can
invoke the flavors of beloved desserts in cookie form to make them more exciting.
Megan Porta, creator of the blog Pip and Ebby, loves to bake but struggled to find a
refreshing approach to an age-old favorite: cookies. This cookbook is her answer. Each
recipe is easy to make and uses minimal ingredients for hassle-free cookies with a
punch of flavor. With just some brown sugar, coca cola and maraschino cherries, you
can create Cherry Coke cookies. Combine cinnamon sugar and cream cheese and you
get decadent French Toast cookies. Recipe flavors include Moscow Mule, Cookie
Dough Cheesecake, Mango Pineapple Smoothie, Banana Cream Pie, Cadbury Egg
and many more. Readers can mix up their tired cookies with a few unique ingredients
and have crowd-pleasing desserts in no time. This cookbook will include 75 recipes and
75 photos.
This children's coloring book is full of delicious, tasty, beautiful donuts, ice creams,
muffins, sweets and cakes.For anyone who loves sweet things, this book makes a nice
gift for children of all ages. Welcome to the sweet world!The unique, well-designed
pictures immerse your child into the world of delicious dessertsIn this coloring book you
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will find: - 40 pages with unique pictures of a good quality- The very suitable size - 8.5 x
11
Desserts Coloring Book - Fun And Education For Teens! Make the perfect gift for
anyone who loves coloring! Enjoy this Desserts Coloring Book for Teens who want to
learn more about delicious desserts. Click the cover to reveal what's inside! About this
book: 50 full pages drawings of desserts, ice creams, candies, cakes Printed on high
quality solid white paper. Easily color with crayons, colored pencils or colored pens,
Beautiful designs appropriate for all ages, Why You Will Love This Book: Colorful
Cover. The carefully created colorful cover will make you love this notebook and use it
from the first day Color Test. You can easily try out your crayons (no more looking for
an extra paper for testing colors!) Lovely Illustrations. Each page has a beautiful
illustration which will make the use of the notebook even more enjoyable Put a SMILE
on your friend's face! Scroll up and BUY NOW!
“Ice cream perfection in a word: Jeni’s.” –Washington Post James Beard Award
Winner: Best Baking and Dessert Book of 2011! At last, addictive flavors, and a
breakthrough method for making creamy, scoopable ice cream at home, from the
proprietor of Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams, whose artisanal scooperies in Ohio are
nationally acclaimed. Now, with her debut cookbook, Jeni Britton Bauer is on a mission
to help foodies create perfect ice creams, yogurts, and sorbets—ones that are every bit
as perfect as hers—in their own kitchens. Frustrated by icy and crumbly homemade ice
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cream, Bauer invested in a $50 ice cream maker and proceeded to test and retest
recipes until she devised a formula to make creamy, sturdy, lickable ice cream at home.
Filled with irresistible color photographs, this delightful cookbook contains 100 of Jeni’s
jaw-droppingly delicious signature recipes—from her Goat Cheese with Roasted
Cherries to her Queen City Cayenne to her Bourbon with Toasted Buttered Pecans.
Fans of easy-to-prepare desserts with star quality will scoop this book up. How cool is
that?
Start right now to fill your life with sweetness and joy. Sweet Treats made with love for friends
and family are a wonderful gift, and so easily given. Now you can be excited about how
tempting and delicious your sweets and desserts will be - every time! You can become the
master sweet chef in your neighbor and among your friends. Of course, your family will love
you for it, as well. All of this is easy to achieve with an easy-to-follow recipe book, Sweet
Treats, newly released by Nancy N Wilson. There are over 40 tasty recipes to enjoy. You can
choose from simple traditional candy, cookies, and cake recipes for parties, holidays or a nice
family dinner - to more complicated desserts that can be served at your most elegant dinner
parties. With this amazing collection, you will enjoy the fun and pleasure of making your own
treats and desserts for friends and family. It's not just about the best recipes for sweet treats
and desserts; it is about great entertaining, which is tied to amazing culinary skills. Great food
brings abundant pleasure - and sweets are at the top of the list. You will be prepared with the
best recipes that can be served with confidence and love. With this cookbook, you will have a
recipe collection of amazing "sweets" that will please your family today, and also withstand the
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test of time to be treasured through the generations. In Sweet Treats, we cover all the bases,
giving you the perfect recipes to make you a better sweets chef and dynamic hostess. Pick up
your copy TODAY!
With little skill, surprisingly few ingredients, and even the most unsophisticated of ice-cream
makers, you can make the scrumptious ice creams that have made Ben & Jerry's an American
legend. Ben & Jerry's Homemade Ice Cream & Dessert Book tells fans the story behind the
company and the two men who built it-from their first meeting in 7th-grade gym class (they
were already the two widest kids on the field) to their "graduation" from a $5.00 ice-creammaking correspondence course to their first ice-cream shop in a renovated gas station. But the
best part comes next. Dastardly Mash, featuring nuts, raisins, and hunks of chocolate. The
celebrated Heath Bar Crunch. New York Super Fudge Chunk. Oreo Mint. In addition to Ben &
Jerry's 11 greatest hits, here are recipes for ice creams made with fresh fruit, with chocolate,
with candies and cookies, and recipes for sorbets, sundaes, and baked goods.
A collection of ice cream, frozen treat and dairy dessert recipes by San Francisco's popular BiRite Creamery emphasizes the use of farm-fresh, seasonal ingredients and includes such
flavor options as Balsamic Strawberry, Honey Lavender and Orange-Cardamom. 20,000 first
printing.
Candy-maker extraordinaire Jami Curl breaks down candy making into its most precise and
foolproof steps. No guess work, no expensive equipment, just the best possible ingredients
and stop-you-in-your-tracks-brilliant flavor combinations. She begins with the foundations of
candy; how to create delicious syrups, purees, and "magic dusts" that are the building blocks
for making lollipops, caramels, marshmallows, and gummy candy. But even more ingeniously,
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these syrups, purees, and magic dusts can be used to make a myriad of other sweet
confections such as Strawberry Cream Soda, Peanut Butter Hot Fudge, Marshmallow
Brownies, and Popcorn Ice Cream.
Melli the Caramel Fairy is off to help with an ice cream celebration, and she needs a little help
from her friends in this sweet Candy Fairies adventure. Melli the Caramel Fairy has been
chosen to go to Ice Cream Isles to help with the preparation for the Summer Spectacular, an
exciting annual event with a parade—of ice cream floats! Prince Scoop has invited Melli to his
family’s castle to try her hand at a new caramel dipping sauce for the ice cream. All the other
candy fairies are jealous, but Melli is feeling unsure about going by herself. And if she makes
new friends, will they get along with her old ones? Find out in this delicious scoop of frozen
treats and good friends.
With more than 100 recipes for ice cream flavors and revolutionary mix-ins from a James
Beard-nominated pastry chef, Hello, My Name is Ice Cream explains not only how to make
amazing ice cream, but also the science behind the recipes so you can understand ice cream
like a pro. Hello, My Name is Ice Cream is a combination of three books every ice cream lover
needs to make delicious blends: 1) an approchable, quick-start manual to making your own ice
cream, 2) a guide to help you think about how flavors work together, and 3) a dive into the
science of ice cream with explanations of how it forms, how air and sugars affect texture and
flavor, and how you can manipulate all of these factors to create the ice cream of your dreams.
The recipes begin with the basics--super chocolately chocolate and Tahitian vanilla--then
evolve into more adventurous infusions, custards, sherbets, and frozen yogurt styles. And then
there are the mix-ins, simple treats elevated by Cree's pastry chef mind, including chocolate
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chips designed to melt on contact once you bite them and brownie bits that crunch.
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